Fear conditioning-induced plasticity in auditory thalamus and cortex: To what extent is it expressed during slow-wave sleep?
After fear conditioning to a tone, rats received nonawakening presentations of the tone alone during slow-wave sleep (SWS) episodes. Multiunit activity was recorded in the medial part of the medial geniculate (MGm) and in the primary auditory cortex (ACx). Although tone-evoked responses were increased in MGm and ACx during the 3 conditioning sessions, group data failed to show any significant changes during SWS. Nonetheless, the few recordings (5/29) that exhibited the strongest conditioned responses during wakefulness expressed enhanced responding during SWS. Compared with previous data obtained in MGm during paradoxical sleep, associative plastic changes were less easily expressed during SWS. These results are discussed with regard to functional changes that occur in the thalamocortical system across vigilance states.